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INTRODUCTION

Neoplasm of the central nervous system (CNS)
represent a wide range of tumors.1–3 Each tumor
is characterized by a set of unique features that
are translated in the form of specific clinical pre-
sentations, different treatment approaches, and
distinct outcomes.2 Therefore, accurate and pre-
cise classification and grading of brain tumors
become essential steps in management of such tu-
mors, which are expected to affect over 23,000 pa-
tients in 2016.1 Historically, brain tumor grading
and classifications depended solely on their micro-
scopic picture, where similarities with putative cells
of origin and the degree of differentiation were the

key classifiers.4 Tumors were grouped on the basis
of light microscopic features in hematoxylin and
eosin-stained sections, immunohistochemical
detection of specific protein expression, or charac-
teristic ultrastructure features.4

Confining tumor classification to structural simi-
larities was limiting, as sharing similar structural
appearance did not fully reflect on clinical features
or tumor behavior.4 For instance, astrocytic tumors
that share similar microscopic features can behave
distinctly from each other.5,6 Therefore, a more
comprehensive classification is essential. In the
effort to reach suchclinically relevant classification,
several studies in the past decade identified
key genetic alterations that contribute to the
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KEY POINTS

� The newWorld Health Organization (WHO) classification has been recently released where integra-
tion of genotype and phenotype was done to achieve a more accurate and clinically relevant clas-
sification of different brain tumors.

� The new classification depends on combining the histologic light microscopy features of central
nervous system tumors with key canonical genetic alterations.

� This new integrated diagnosis is redrawing the pedigree chart of brain tumors with rearrangement
of tumor groups on basis of geno-phenotypical behaviors into clinically meaningful groups.
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tumorigenesis process of distinct tumors.6,7 These
canonical genetic alterations were recently imple-
mented in the new 2016World Health Organization
(WHO) classification of brain tumors.4

The new WHO classification combined both the
phenotypic and the genotypic key features for
CNS tumor classification.4 Combining both fea-
tures resulted in a more clinically relevant grouping
of tumors, which would reflect on diagnostic accu-
racy with direct impact on management plans.4,8,9

This linking of both phenotypic and genotypic pa-
rameters is another step to an integrated efficient
classification of brain tumors. However, it still
faces multiple challenges, including:

� Economic challenges of availability of
genotyping.

� Technical challenges involving the choice of
genotyping techniques as well as standardi-
zation of such techniques to ensure universal-
ity of results.

� Communication challenges on how such
integrated diagnoses should be reported.4

Recently, many studies have focused on
creating a bridge between the imaging gross
appearance of CNS tumors and the underlying
key genetic and molecular features.10,11 These
radiogenomic correlation between the imaging
phenotype and genetic profile of tumor can play
a pivotal role in a more comprehensive tumor clas-
sification that integrates histologic appearance of
the tumor with canonical genetic alterations in
addition to imaging phenotypes of the tumor
observed on different imaging modalities.10,11 In
addition, an exponential amount of imaging fea-
tures can be extracted to detect the trivial and
minute voxel-by-voxel changes occurring in the
context of CNS tumors.12 The term radiomics is
used to describe such high throughput extraction
of imaging features.12,13 These features can be
correlated with clinical outcomes to create robust
prognostic predictive markers and can be further
correlated to genetic and epigenetic alterations
occurring in different tumors.14–20 This exponential
amount of data can be easily integrated into big
data analytics for a more precise and accurate
prediction of tumor type, grade, and more impor-
tantly its genetic features.12 Such advances in
the field of medical imaging and imaging analytics
are anticipated to become cornerstone of future
classifications of brain tumors.

THE NEW 2016 CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
TUMOR CLASSIFICATION

Multiple studies have been deployed in the past
decade to unveil and decode the genetic

encryption of different CNS tumors.5,6,21–24 These
studies have revealed sets of key genetic alter-
ations that direct and harmonize the development
of specific tumors and represent efficient prog-
nostic biomarkers.4 Therefore, the new 2016
CNS tumor classification incorporated these ca-
nonical genetic alterations with light microscopy
features to refine tumor grading and improve diag-
nostic precision.4 Such integration paved the way
for a more clinically sound grouping of clinically
analogous tumors, as tumors that share the similar
genetic drivers are expected to follow a common,
if not similar, pathway with overlapping treatment
response and subsequently common patient
outcome.4,8,9 Although it is still unclear if tumor
grouping and classification can depend solely on
the basis of genotypical features,4 the new
integrated phenotypic–genotypic diagnostic
parameters are reflected as a number of newly
recognized entities, variants, and patterns that
will be discussed in the following sections.

DIFFUSE GLIOMAS

On previous classifications, all astrocytic tumors
were believed to share the same behavioral hierar-
chy and growth patterns and were thus grouped
together.4 However, this grouping was modified
on basis of IDH1 and IDH2 mutations, key driver
mutations noticed in all diffusely infiltrating
gliomas, including those with oligodendroglial
phenotypical appearance and thosewith astrocytic
phenotypical appearance.4–6,9,11,21–25 Such inte-
grated grouping reflects on the variable aspects
of better care via incorporation of both phenotypic
and genotypic features, eventually leading to
proper categorization of tumors with similar prog-
nostic biomarkers and shepherding therapeutic
plans for biogenetically analogous entities.4

According to the new classification, diffuse gli-
omas include WHO grade II and III astrocytic tu-
mors; WHO grade II and III oligodendroglioma;
the grade IV glioblastoma (GBM), and diffuse
gliomas of childhood.4 This reformatted pedigree
chart of tumor classification (Fig. 1) clearly dis-
tinguishes diffuse gliomas from other gliomas
that are characterized by a circumscribed
pattern of growth, including pilocytic astrocy-
toma, pleomorphic xanthrocytoma, as well as
the subependymal giant cell astrocytoma.4 This
highlights the fact that sharing a common
progenitor cannot be the sole grouping variable
in CNS Tumors, as one can see that a diffusely
growing grade III astrocytoma would share
more clinically meaningful features with grade
III oligodendroglioma than a more circumscribed
pilocytic astrocytoma.4,6
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